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1956
1954

Edouard Hoffman and Max Miedinger, Helvetica typeface,
1961
http://www.powerize.org/indexhibit/files/gimgs/8_helvetica.jpg

“Swiss” Style
!

(International Typographic Style)

The 1950s saw the full emergence of a design movement
that is arguably the most important graphic design style
of the 20th century in terms of its far-reaching impact, its
longevity, and its range of practical applications.

http://www.howdesign.com/featured/international-typographic-style-brief-history/

www.brandflakesforbreakfast.com/giftguide/helvetica (based

“Swiss” Style

http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3028/2971564406_4c87220477.jpg

on Helvetica)
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The style began in Switzerland and Germany and is
sometimes referred to as Swiss Style, but it is formally
known as the International Typographic Style.
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“In the post-war (WW2) period, the graphic design
profession was transformed by the rise of the “Swiss style”
which, despite its name, found its greatest success
under the patronage of corporations in the United
States.
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The rise of International Typographic Style directly
parallels the development of “corporate identity,” the
process whereby graphic designers created logos and
other devices that established a set visual theme for
a company.”
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>> “Swiss style” climaxes in 1950s-60s
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“With the establishment of the
International Typographic Style in the 1950s,
the formerly radical, politically engaged works
of Dada, DeStijl, Russian Constructivism, and the
Bauhaus were remade into a neutral discourse of
commercial communication.
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International Typographic Style

!

!

!

“With the establishment of the
International Typographic Style in the 1950s,
the formerly radical, politically engaged works
of Dada, DeStijl, Russian Constructivism, and the
Bauhaus were remade into a neutral discourse of
commercial communication.

Basel and Zurich, Switzerland

!

2 cities, about 50 miles apart in northern
Switzerland

The concept of the graphic designer as someone who
rationally approaches a design problem on behalf of a
corporate client and produces functional solutions arose
as part of the International Style.

2020 borders

Emil Ruder, posters

Josef Müller-Brockmann, Auto Club of Switzerland Poster, 1955

Josef Müller-Brockmann

International Typographic Style
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(Constructivism), Germany (Bauhaus) and Netherlands (De
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This style in art, architecture, and culture became
an ‘international’ style after 1950’s and it was produced by
artists all around the globe. 
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Despite that, people still refer to it as the
Swiss Style or the Swiss Legacy.
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/07/17/lessons-from-swiss-style-graphic-design/ and

Emerging from the Modernist and Constructivist
ideals, the Swiss Style can be defined as an
authentic pursuit* for simplicity.
!

!

!

*without the ideological search for a new meaning
or need to rebuild for a better society.

The principle “form follows function”
became a battle-cry of Modernist architects
after the 1930s. As a consequence of this
principle, most of the Swiss Style craft is
devoted to the minimal elements of style.
http://www.smashingmagazine.com/2009/07/17/lessons-from-swiss-style-graphic-design/ and
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!

The Swiss attitude toward design is to make
it socially useful, universal, and scientific.

!

!

!

Achieving objective clarity and order is the
ideal. The visual result was “abstraction”,
often based on pure geometry.

or Swiss style

! Sans Serif
! Flush Left, Ragged Right

or Swiss style

! Sans Serif
! Flush Left, Ragged Right
! Asymmetrical organization on
mathematically constructed GRID

http://gds.parkland.edu/gds/!lectures/history/1950/swiss.html

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/74/66/1d/74661d976ca686829833d8927e17265e. jpg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/d0/4a/a6/d04aa68a416910456a8158b59c23d93a. jpg

http://www.gdbasics.com/images/grid_pbm1_2. jpg

https://s-media-cache-ak0.pinimg.com/originals/33/87/12/3387129cb6945e3592f94ce9156082d6. jpg
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or Swiss style

!

Sans Serif

!

Flush Left, Ragged Right

!

Asymmetrical organization on
mathematically constructed GRID

!

Objective photography

!

Clear, minimal verbal message delivery
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Basel


!

Zurich
!

= Unified design of the progressive age
via simplified (efficient) structure

2 cities,
about 50 miles
apart in
northern
Switzerland

!

Josef Müller-Brockman
(1914-1996)

!

Emil Ruder
(1914-1970)

!

Armin Hofmann
(1920-2020)

!

+ other important
designers
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!

Influenced by several different design and art movements
including Constructivism, De Stijl, and Bauhaus.


!

Born and raised in Switzerland.


!

By the 1950s he was established as the leading
practitioner and theorist of Swiss Style,
which sought a universal graphic expression through a
grid-based design purged of extraneous illustration
and subjective feeling.

Josef Müller-Brockmann, Zurich Town Hall Poster (1 of series), 1955

Josef Müller-Brockmann

Josef Müller-Brockmann

!

!

Founder and co-editor (1958-1965) of the trilingual journal
Neue Grafik (New Graphic Design), which spread the
principles of Swiss Design internationally.

!

Professor of graphic design at the Kunstgewerbeschule

Founder and co-editor (1958-1965) of the trilingual journal
Neue Grafik (New Graphic Design), which spread the
principles of Swiss Design internationally.

(College of Arts and Crafts, also translated as Applied Arts >
a vocational art school common at this time in this area of Europe)

in Zurich from 1957 to 1960.

!

From 1967, he was European design consultant
for IBM.

Josef Müller-Brockman, Poster for Swiss Automobile Club “Protect the child!”, 1953

Josef Müller-Brockmann
“…Sought an absolute and universal form of
graphic expression through objective and
impersonal presentation,
communicating to the audience without the
interference of designer’s subjective feelings or
propagandistic techniques of persuasion.”

Josef Müller-Brockman, poster for the Basel Civic Theater production of Giselle, 1959

Josef Müller-Brockman, “Musica Viva” concert poster, 1959

Josef Müller-Brockman, ‘Less noise’, public awareness poster, 1960

Josef Müller-Brockman, Poster for Swiss Automobile Club “The considerate hand signal protects from accidents”, 1955

International Typographic Style
!

!

See the rest of this 1995
interview at
(link online). REQUIRED

Zurich and Basel, Switzerland

!
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!
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Emil Ruder

Emil Ruder

!

Grew up in Zurich

!

Teacher at Basel School of Design


!

At 15, he became a compositor
(person who arranges type for printing)


!

Called upon his students to strike correct balance
between form and function.


!

Received training as a typesetter in Basel

!

First in charge of the typography for trade students


!

Studied in Paris for a short time.


!

!

In his late 20s, attended the Zurich School of Arts
and Crafts


By 1947, promoted to head of the Department of
Apprentices in Applied Arts

!

Met Armin Hoffman here.

!

Learned Tschichold’s New Typography and the
principles of the Bauhaus

Emil Ruder, posters

Emil Ruder
!

Taught that type loses its purpose when it loses its
communicative meaning;
therefore, legibility and readability are the
dominant concerns.


Emil Ruder, posters

Emil Ruder
!

Also wrote many influential books, including:

!

1967: Typographie: A Manual of Design
!

“a bold deviation from the conventions of his
discipline and a visionary guide to the rules of
his new typography.”

Emil Ruder, Typographie: A Manual of Design,1967

Emil Ruder, posters

Emil Ruder
!

More than half a century later, the book,now in its
6th edition, remains a timeless bastion of
typographic innovation across generations and
eras”.

Emil Ruder, Typographie: A Manual of Design,1967

!

!
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!

Zurich
!

2 cities,
about 50 miles
apart in
northern
Switzerland

!

!

!

Josef Müller-Brockman
(1914-1996)
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Armin Hoffman

!

Grew up in Winterthur (Switzerland)
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Attended the Zurich School of Arts and Crafts
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Attended the Zurich School of Arts and Crafts
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Job as lithographer in Basel and in Bern
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Job as lithographer in Basel and in Bern


!

Opened a design studio

!

Opened a design studio


!

Met Emil Ruder and found out that the Basel School of
Arts and Crafts was looking for an art teacher


!

Began working there in 1947 and taught for decades.
Influential and beloved by his students.

Armin Hofmann
(1920-2020)
+ other important
designers

Armin Hoffman
!

Armin Hoffman

Kenneth Hiebert, studied in Hofmann’s graphic design class
in Basel from 1960 to 1964:

“[Hoffman is] a person that radically changed
me and my life.”

“Wait till you get into Hofmann’s class . . . it’ll be like starting
all over again,” a foundation course teacher warned him…”
>>>>

https://www.aiga.org/medalist-arminhofmann

Armin Hoffman
!

“…So it was, because Armin Hofmann didn’t let you merely
utilize what you already knew. You had to strip that away, too,
to immerse yourself into a new problem.” 


!

Only at the end of this prolonged rite of passage after
everything superficial had been stripped away, would
the student arrive at a piece of work.

Armin Hoffman
!

Hoffman also taught at the Philadelphia College of Art
and Yale University in the United States.


!

“In 1965, Hoffmann distilled the essential principles of his
rational approach to teaching design in his textbook, titled
Graphic Design Manual. Even after decades of its
publication, the revised version of this pedagogical
manual is still published.”

https://www.aiga.org/medalist-arminhofmann

Armin Hoffman
!

“A significant number of those students—among them
Kenneth Hiebert, April Greiman, Robert Probst, Steff
Geissbuhler, Hans-Ulrich Allemann, Inge Druckrey and the
late Dan Friedman—went on to become leading
designers and educators themselves.”

https://www.aiga.org/medalist-arminhofmann

Armin Hoffman, poster for the Basel Civic Theater production of Giselle, 1959

Armin Hofmann, Die Gute Form (Good Form), 1958

But the pioneers
who influenced
these artists
include:

! Ernst Keller


!

Josef Müller-Brockman
(1914-1996)


!

Emil Ruder
(1914-1970)

!

Armin Hofmann
(1920-2020)

!

+ other important
designers

! Theo Ballmer


Armin Hofmann, Municipal Theater Basel, 1963

Armin Hofmann, logotype for the Basel Civic Theater, 1954

International Typographic Style
!

Ernst Keller (1891-1968)

!

1918: Joined Zurich School of Arts and Crafts

!

Taught for next 4 decades

!

“father of Swiss graphics”

Ernst Keller, poster for Rietberg Museum, 1952

Ernst Keller, posters, 1927 and 1928

International Typographic Style

International Typographic Style

!

!

Ernst Keller (1891-1968)

!

1918: Joined Zurich School of Arts and Crafts

!

Taught for next 4 decades

!

“father of Swiss graphics”

!

Keller believed:
the solution to the design problem should emerge
from its content rather than a “style”
(remember these words when you hear about Paul Rand)

Theo Ballmer
!

Studied briefly at Dessau Bauhaus under Klee, Gropius,
Meyer in late 1920s


!

Applied De Stijl principles to graphic design in an
original way > he used the arithmetic grid of horizontal
and vertical even more than others at the time

• INTERNATIONAL TYPOGRAPHIC STYLE = SWISS STYLE
• IMPORTANT SWISS DESIGNERS
• SPREADING THE WORD
• SUMMARIZED
• TYPEFACES
• LEGACY

Theo Ballmer, posters, 1928; office professions exhibition

Theo Ballmer, posters, 1928; traveling exhibition of industrial standards
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!

SPREADING THE WORD:

!

Carlo Vivarelli

International Typographic Style
!

Neue Grafik (New Graphic Design) spread the
ideals and aesthetics of the style to the world.
!

The publications would go on for 18 issues
from September 1958 until February 1965.

International Typographic Style

SPREADING THE WORD:

!

Neue Grafik (New Graphic Design) spread the
ideals and aesthetics of the style to the world.
!

Carlo Vivarelli 


!

Founded in 1958
and co-edited with
Josef Müller-Brockmann,
Richard Paul Lohse,
and Hans Neuburg.

International Typographic Style
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Design is a socially useful and
important activity
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Universal and scientific solutions

!

Universal and scientific solutions


!

Clarity and Order!

Design is a socially useful and
important activity

International Typographic Style summarized
!

Design is a socially useful and
important activity

! Personal expression rejected  

! Universal and scientific solutions

! Clarity and Order!
!

International Typographic Style summarized

IDEOLOGY:
Designers:

! Objective conduits for spreading
important information between
components of society

International Typographic Style
!

PRO ☺:
Those in favor argue that its purity has given the designer
the means to achieve a perfection of form.


!

CON ☹:
Critics have complained that it
is based on formula and results
in the same solution.

The overall impression was simple and
rational, tightly structured and serious,
clear and objective, and harmonious.

Typefaces (highlighted by Meggs)
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Akzidenz Grotesk 


!

Helvetica (Neue Haas Grotesk)


!

First published 1898, updated and family expanded 1950s


!

Neue Haas Grotesk designed in 1957


!

Helvetica typeface released in 1961


!

Univers 


!

Palatino, Melior, Optima

!

Designed in 1957


Grotesk: the German name for sans serif
Swiss style used (appropriated) in 1970s-80s

!

Akzidenz Grotesk
in a Volkswagen Ad
(1961)

Typefaces (highlighted by Meggs)
!

Akzidenz Grotesk 


!

Helvetica (Neue Haas Grotesk)


!

!

MODERNIST – Dutch, most well-known work from 1960s-70s

First published 1898, updated and family expanded 1950s

!

Neue Haas Grotesk designed in 1957


!

Helvetica typeface released in 1961


Univers 

!

VS.

Designed in 1957

POSTMODERNIST – American, most well-known work from 1990s

!

Palatino, Melior, Optima

http://farm4.static.flickr.com/3028/2971564406_4c87220477.jpg

Typefaces

! Helvetica

Neue Haas Grotesk (as Helvetica) in a Coca-Cola Ad (1969–74)

≠ Arial

Typefaces (highlighted by Meggs)
!

Akzidenz Grotesk 


!

Helvetica (Neue Haas Grotesk)


!

First published 1898, updated and family expanded 1950s

!

Neue Haas Grotesk designed in 1957


!

Helvetica typeface released in 1961

!

Univers 


!

Palatino, Melior, Optima

!

Designed in 1957


Adrian Frutiger, schematic drawing of the 21 Univers typefaces, 1954

≠

Adrian Frutiger, schematic drawing of the 21 Univers typefaces, 1954

http://www.identifont.com/differences?first=Helvetica&second=Univers

Typefaces (highlighted by Meggs)

Herman Zapf

!

Akzidenz Grotesk 


!

On the other end of the spectrum…


!

!

German typeface 


Helvetica (Neue Haas Grotesk)


!

Inspiration of calligraphy and Renaissance typography


!

Neue Haas Grotesk designed in 1957

!

Apprenticed under Rudolf Koch (Kabel and others)

!

Helvetica typeface released in 1961

!

Freelance book and typographic designer


!

By 21, had first typeface designed and cut for the
Stempel foundry.  


!

!

Univers 

!

!

First published 1898, updated and family expanded 1950s

Designed in 1957

Palatino, Melior, Optima

!

FIRST of more than 50 typefaces designed
throughout his career.

Herman Zapf, typefaces: Palatino (1950); Melior (1952); Optima (1958)
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Designers take lessons
from the Swiss styles
applying the norms on
simple yet artistically
and clearly delivered
messages by:

Herman Zapf, Manuale Typographicum, 1968
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Structure information
Minimalism

Sans-serif fonts
Different font sizes
Effective photography
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Designers take lessons
from the Swiss styles
applying the norms on
simple yet artistically
and clearly delivered
messages by:

For Swiss designers,
removing unnecessary
elements is key.
So keep removing
instead of adding
until the message
is ideal.
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Victorian Era
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Arts and Crafts Movement

Modernism

Art Nouveau
Frank Lloyd Wright

•REVIEW

The Four (Glasgow School)
Vienna Secession
Deutscher Werkbund
Pictorial Modernism
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DeStijl
Bauhaus
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Modernism
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The Conceptual Image
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Early Postmodernism
Postmodernism
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New Wave and Grunge

Postmodernism

Contemporary Design
Post-postmodernism
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Figurative Typography

!

A playful direction taken by New York graphic designers
during the 1950s and 1960s. 


!

This approach, spearheaded by Gene Frederico, took
many forms: 

!

Letterforms became images, such as the wheels in the
Frederico’s ad for Woman’s Day, 


!

Or the visual properties of words themselves, or their
organization in space, were used to express an idea,
such as in Don Egensteiner’s “Tonnage”
advertisement, in which the visual form of the word
takes on a connotative meaning.

KEY TERMS
!

!

!

A keyboard produced a punched tape to control a
long, opaque master film with transparent letterforms.


!

A keyboard produced a punched tape to control a
long, opaque master film with transparent letterforms.


!

As a given letter moved in position in front of a lens,
it was exposed to photographic paper by a beam
of light.

!

As a given letter moved in position in front of a lens,
it was exposed to photographic paper by a beam
of light.

Visual/Verbal Syntax

!

!
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Began in 1925 with the public announcement of the
Thothmic photographic composing machine invented
by E. K. Hunter and J. R. C. August of London. 
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!

Brief, visual typographic form in which concept and
visual form are merged into a oneness.

The setting of type by exposing negatives of alphabet
characters to photographic paper.

!

Began in 1925 with the public announcement of the
Thothmic photographic composing machine invented
by E. K. Hunter and J. R. C. August of London. 
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Typogram


Photypography

!

The setting of type by exposing negatives of alphabet
characters to photographic paper.

!

!

!

Photypography

!

KEY TERMS

Word and image fused into a conceptual expression
of an idea so that they become completely
interdependent.

The Bernbach approach evolved during
the 1950s and 1960s by Bill Bernbach
at the New York advertising agency
Doyle Dane Bernbach.

KEY TERMS
!

The New Advertising
(The Creative Revolution)

!

In new, small boutique advertising
agencies emphasis was placed on
creativity rather than on full
marketingservices. 


!

An attempt was made to create
more honest, literate, and tasteful
appeals to the market audience.

